Shotgun Pack Instructions
Green Gun Oil
FOR EXTERNAL FIREARM TREATMENT: Apply a few drops to a gun patch, cloth or absorbent
cotton and rub over entire metal surface of firearm. The metal’s sheen will indicate the amount of
coverage.
FOR INTERNAL OR BORE TREATMENT: Apply a few drops sufficient to saturate a gun patch and/or
bore brush and insert in bore with a cleaning rod with a scrubbing motion.
FOR RECESSED PARTS: Apply a few drops directly to the recessed area and allow Green Gun Oil’s
wetting properties to penetrate the area.
Metcor 57 Gun Bore Cleaner
FOR INTERNAL OR BORE TREATMENT: Apply a few drops sufficient to saturate a gun patch and/or
bore brush and insert in bore with a cleaning rod with a scrubbing motion.
FOR EXTERNAL FIREARM TREATMENT: Apply a few drops to a gun patch, cloth or absorbent
cotton and rub over entire metal surface of firearm. The metal’s sheen will indicate the amount of
coverage.
FOR RECESSED PARTS: Apply a few drops directly to the recessed area and allow Metcor 57 Gun
Bore Cleaner’s wetting properties to penetrate the area.
Metcor 71 Duck Hunter’s Delight
-Spray a light film of Metcor 71Duck Hunter’s Delight over the entire metal surface of your firearm,
including sights and trigger guard.
-For additional protection “swab-out” the bore of your firearm with a cleaning patch saturated
with Metcor 71 Duck Hunter’s Delight.
Green Leather Oil
Before applying Green Leather Oil to the entire item, apply to a small inconspicuous area to test
compatibility depending on leather type. (Not intended for synthetic leather products)
-Clean any soil from leather before application with a mild soap and warm water. New leather
requires no cleaning.
-Apply with a clean, dry cloth, sponge, brush, or fingertips and massage into leather pores.
-Allow leather article to absorb Green Leather Oil for several hours.
-Repeat steps 2 and 3 as necessary for severely dried or cracked leather items.
Green Stock Oil
-Using a soft, clean cloth, apply a small amount of Green Stock Oil to the wood surface. (Not
intended for sealed wood surfaces)
-Rub Green Stock Oil into the woods pores using a 2” circular pattern.
-Continue to rub until you are satisfied with the woods sheen and overall appearance.
-After application polish with a clean cloth if needed.

Addvance Botanical Hand Cleaner
-Apply a few drops in the palm of the hand, add water and rub hands together then
rinse to remove even the most difficult soil.
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